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2 
m C E  OF VARIOUS REACTOR TYPES 

It has been a common practice i n  the past t o  investigate maintenance tech- 

niques and related equi-nt after many reactor feaeures were established. This 

is  especiallytrue of some of the experimental and research reactors; the operation 

and maintenance of which unfortunately comprise most of our actual knowledge i n  

t h i s  field. These reactors did not have as their objective the demonstration of 

maintenance feasibility. With this i n  mind, it can be seen that many proposed 

power reactor maintenance aoneepts are just w h a t  the n a m ~  implies; ideas, that 

may or may not be practical Unti l  t d e d  out under at least  sinnzlated reactor 

operating conditions. 

In  the absence of predecessors in most cases upon w h i c h  plant layout and 

design may be based, it has been necessary t o  establish certain rules i n  order 

that these processes may proceed while further development work i s  done on compon- 

ents and concepts. There are certain basic maintenance fundamentals. that are common 

t o  all types of reactors that may be’ incorporated in a power producing facility. 

The various components of an ideal system should be grouped and related i n  such 

a nmnner that the maintenance of the equipment is readily accomplished. In  

addition, the system should be convenient for operation and reqpire a minimum of 

ampower and capiwl outlay toachieve the desired objectives. 

the necessity of making an early study of maintenance procedures in order that the 

resulting design w i l l  produce a program integrated and balanced with other features 

of the plant. For this reason, a primary plant maintenance philosophy should be 

developed at  the beginning of the layout work. 

11. TYPES OF I4mTEmmm 

It can be seen then 

&sically, there are oply two types of maintenance procedures. The direct 

type, w h i c h  is common t o  conventional steam plants,. may be used i h  some areas 

w h e r e  the radioactivity level is low enough. I n  most parts of the plant, main- 

tenance w i l l  of necessity be - due t o  the high level of radioactivity. 
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Fiemote maintenance my  be further subdivided h t o  %et" or "dry." 

In the %et" remote type of maintenance, after the equipment i s  shut down and 

drained, the area i s  flooded, the roof removed and maintenance is done by tools 

with long extension handles looking down throw 15 or 20 feet of water. Hawever, 

a disadvantage i s  that where a piping s y s t e m  must be opened during maintenance 

operations there i s  always the possibility that the shielding water can enter and 

contaminate the system. 

W i t h  "dry" remote mintenzmce, after the eq?xLpnt is shut down and drained, 

manipulators mounted on cranes or remote tools operated from behind mobile lead 

shields are used. However, the present development of remote dry maintenance has 

been very limi$ed. Ia the past, decontamination and direct maintenance have been 

relied upon t o  permit repair of equipment, but In a 500 mw hemogeneous plant, 

for exaqple, radiation levels of 10 6 roentgen can be expected in s m  areas, thus 

the inaccessibility for direct maintenance. 
I 

111. APPLIcAmolI 

For s-licity of description i n  t h i s  report, a l l  reactor types are divided 

into two general classes, i.e., solid fuel types and circulating fuel types. It 

shall be our purpose t o  el'ramine the various reactor types i n  each classification 

for progress, feasibil i ty and problems still  faced by the design i n  question. 

A. SOlidhtelType S 

In general, it m y  be said that solid -1 tspe reactors are easier t o  

maintain than circulating f'wl types. This is duet of course, t o  the retention 

of the fission fragments and poisons within the cladding of the f'uel elements. 

Hawever, some solid f k l  reactors are more difficult t o  maintain than others. 

Examples are the boiling water reactors which due t o  steam activation and the 

presence of activated inpurities and radioactive non-condensibles (2 and A ) 6 41 

i n  the coolant make maintenance of the primary loop imgossible during operation, 
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and the sodium cooled reactors which contain highly active M824 upon irradiation 

of the coolant. 

1 . Gas -Cooled Reactors 

An integral part of maintenance on solid-fuel reactors i s  f'uel 

handling associated w i t h  charging and discharging the unit at  periodic intervals. 

This fuel handling equipment must be highly reliable since failure of certain 

comrponents may be very costly. 

mntal  conditions. 

W i n g  equipment i s  subjected t o  severe environ- 

In addition, the equipment must be resistant t o  radiation 

attack. 

With the exception of the Savannah River Reactor, most experience 

has been &ned on charging reactors having horizontal channels for fuel elements. 

A t  Calder Hall the channels are vertical and blind at the bottom, thus eharging 

and discharging must be accomplished from the top. 

and two discharging machines are provided for each reactor. The machines are 

electrically propelled and carry a winch and an electrically operated grab for 

Two mobile charging machines 

raising asd lowering the -1 elements. When the magazine of the discharge machine 

is loaded with spent f u e l  elements, it mows t o  a circ&  we^. through w h i c h  the 

magazine i s  lowered t o  ground levelzand deposited in a shielded f lask for trans- 

portation t o  the storage pond. 

one group of 4 channels i s  about 1 1/4 hours. 

channel and a to ta l  of 1696 channels t o  give some idea of the work imolved. 

The time required f o r  the charge and discbarge of 

There are s i x  fuel elements per 

A t  an early stage of the Calder Hall design, it was decidqd that 

time did not permit the development of a s y s t e m  that would permit charging and 

discharging &e reactor while runnie at f u l l  power, thus the operation is  performed 

a t  shutdown arid w i t h  the unit depressurized. 

A hazard that must be against i n  the operation of a solid 
I 

fuel type reactor i s  the possibility of a fuel element failure w h i c h  

fission products into the coolant system and create radiation hazards i n  the portion 

UNCLASSIFIED 



of the plant occupied by operating personnel. s would, of course, add con- 

siderable conrplications i n  the maintenance of cspponents i n  the coolant circuit. 

A t  Calder H a l l  each of the 1696 fuel channels i s  provided with a stainless s teel  

tube w h i c h  bleeds off a small portion of the gas passiw through the channel and 
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carries it t o  monitoring devices which detect the presence of the released fission 
- 

products. For the first 8 months of operation, only 2 slug failures have occurred 

w h i c h  i s  much lower than predicted. 

Thus the complete system of burst slug detection and fuel replace- 

ment,if somewhat cwibersome and laborious, i s  also quite reliable which was the 

desited goal. 

An important feature of gas-cooled reactors from both design and 

mai&nance standpoints i s  the freedom t o  use mZ1d carbon steels throughout the X 

I 
e reactor, &at ex-r and ductwork systems. This results from the use of clean, ' 

F 

I 

P non-corrosive gas coolant. 

For the proposed gas-cooled stations t o  be built  i n  Great Britain, 

the most significant advance i n  new designs is the introduction of &l changing 

under load. 

fuel element$ under full load and without any interruption t o  the operation of the 

plant m y  prove t o  be one of the most important factors in establishing the 

sukriof i ty  of the gas-cooled reactor over other designs. A t  present, one of the 

most serious objections' t o  the desi'ss of liquid cooled reactors i s  the need t o  

* 

It has been postulated that t h i s  abi l i ty  t o  charge and discharge 

shut d m  i n  order t o  change -1 elements. This is  due t o  the high operating 
- pressure of liquid cooled reahtors. 

5 

Three of the ?our pew designs ut i l ize  , a  conventional top loading, 

however, it i s  proposed by the GEC-Simon Carires group t o  load the IEunterston 

plant (a  9 0  I& electric station) f r o m  the bottam of the reactor. This design 

coupled Xith charging and dis&ging under Azll lbad conditions represents qui@ 

an advance over the Calder Hall design. 

I 
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In general, maintenance of a gas-cooled reactor plant is feasible 

since the r a d i a t i a  i s  kept below tolerance levels throughout most of the  plant, 

and the burst-slug detection equipment should enable removal of a defective 

elemnt before any serious contamination occurs. With the new designs, the gas- 

cooled reactors are placed in an even more favorable l ight  as far as maintenance 

i s  concerned. 

% 

h 

2. organic Reactors 

Organic cooled and moderated reactors offer several advantages as 

far as  parer reactors are concerned. First, the  lack of activation of the coolant 

in conjunction with a good purification system could eliminate all secondary 

shielding. Second, the low vapor pressure of organics which are being consMered 
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for  the coolant and moderator results in reduced thiclrness of pressure v&SdS. and 

piping w a l l .  

properties of diphenyl have been confirmed and t h i s  considerably simplifies the 

Third, the relatively l o w  corrosiveness and good lubricatin@; 

material problems by eliminating the customarily required stainless steels (1) . 
One important uncertainty In t h i s  system is the rate at w h i c h  the 

organic would have t o  be replaced as a result of thermal and radiation damage. 

any event, the s tabi l i ty  limitations of' the-most radiation stable organic materials 

In  

are such that a purification system mst be a part  of any reactor design. This 

damage of the organic is noted because of the possibility of deposition on heat 

transfer surfaces of the products of decomposition. 

California' Research Corporation(2) indicate that no appreciable deposition occurs 

m*il a point of-considerable decomposition i s  reached. The purification system 

should prevent t h i s  occurrence. 

However, tes ts  by the 

hintenance-wise this reactor concept is promising. Centrif'ugal 

pumps w i t h  shaft seals caa be used.since the coolant i s  non-radioactive and leakage 

is not a problem. This of course permits the use of conventional style pumps w i t h  

their  greater background of operational and mainkenance experience. 

cosrmercially available carbon steel  pipe will result in init ial  savings on fabri- 

The use of 



cation plus easier maintenance after the plant i s  i n  operation. 

A plate-fin type heat exchanger has been proposed for application 
7 

in an organic reactor. 

the reactor make t h i s  feasible. 

proved heat transfer, lower fabrication costs as a result of eliminating large 

pressure shells, and trouble-free operation since a l l  c r i t i ca l  welds, those which' 

-"would allow fluid t o  escape, are on the outside and readily accessible for repair. 

The significantly lower weight of the plab-fin type heat exchanger should result 

The l o w  pressure on both primary and secondary sides of 

t Advantass claimed for this type of unit  are im- 

c a 

i n  easier replacement of units should a gross failure occur. 

A disadvhtage of an organic moderated and cooled reactor system i s  

the need for a heating system t o  preheat the loop. However, the melting point of 

diphenyl i s  156'F w h i c h  i s  considerably lower than the melting point of sodium 

and some of the fused salts used in other reactor types, and therefore should 

cs 
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1 present problems of no greater magnitude than are faced by'these 'types. 

Only limited data i s  available costwise on operation and maintenance 
I 

of an organic moderated reactor. 

have been estimated t o  be 2.7 mills/kwh. 

For a 12.5 mw plant, operafrion and maintenance 

In  summary, an organic reactor plant shouldbe one of the easier 

types t o  maintain for the following reasons: accessibility t o  components since 

extensive shielding i s  not required; use of conventional pumps; use of l o w  pressure 

carbon s teel  piping and conponents; and the possible application of conventional 

maintenance procedures t o  a large part of the plant. 

3. ' Pressurized Water Reactors 
' A typical l a p u t  for a pressuriaedwater reactor consists of a 

reactor and a number of circulating coolant loops.. The RJR, for example, has four 
I 

coolant loops' each located in a shielded ~ompartment'~). The shielding i s  

designed t o  provide radiation protection, from adjacent loops and the reactor cell, 

t o  personnel who may be inside the c o m p h n t  engaged in maintenance work. A l l  

6 LASS1 Fl ED 
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of the loop equipnent is located within the shield except the hydraulic inlet  and\ 

' outlet stop valves. 

The Installation of hydraulic andmanual stop vslves in each inlet  

'a2 and outlet pipe prmides double protection for  personnel performing maintenance 

work on a depressurized and decontamina-bed,coolant loop. 

l ines are'provided between each set  of double stop valves t o  reveal any leak through 

the first valve. 

In addition, drain 

Any loop may be &in&. separately into the discharge system. 

After drainage is ccnnplete, it can k decontaminated by means of a chemical wash 

line. 

the 10.q cabparbent and isolate the loop'by means of the manual stop valves. 

Thus direct Eahtenance is possible on a large portion of the circulating coolant 

loops. 

vessel9 which is drained during operation. A l l  work done in the reactor ccanparbnent 

must be done remotely, working through the water shield. 

Once a loop has been drained and decontaminated, *pair personnel can enter 

CE 

Accessibility t o  the core maybe provided by a water shield Over the pressure 

- I  

I 

The refueling of' the reactor w i l l  be acco~nplished by a fuel handling 

crane, which I s  equipped with impact wrenches, extraction tool, and transfer and 

handling device,& A problem faced in refueling all Solid fuel type reactors is 

methods of heat removal from the core during shutdown. 

during an unloading operation, a separate circuit is usually provided. In this 

system primary water is pumped through 69 extem3.l heat exchanger thus remuving 

heat frcan the core of the reactor* In  Ebdditian, when fuel elements &e remo~ed, 

uneven coolast flow may result in the creation of hot spots In sone areas of the 

core, Further study I s  n&cessary t o  determine the feasibil i ty of plugging these 

To renave the reactor heat 

4. 

r leakage paths during refueliW(4). 'Ilhis problem of cooling the core would be of 

even greater mapilade should the coalant zirmlating pumps fail during; operation, 

m e  costs for  operation and xkixitenance of a pressurized water reactor 

\ &wer pw% Sn the $50 m t o  20Oq.rhave. been estimated at  1 mill/kvh 
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The feasibil i ty of maintenance on a reactor of this design has 

L i - * = r r  - 

been demonstrated by the submarine reactor program and will be further exhibited 

when the Shippingport plant of the Duquesne Power and Light Company goes on the 

line . 
kb biw Water &actors 

A boiling water reactor presents problems from a maintenance point 

of view due t o  steam activation and the presence af activated impurites i n  the 

coolant. 

amounts of induced activity as *a result of direct neutron irradiation. Hence, 

the radiation levels cannot be lowered by decontamination processes. StructuW, 

failures inside the reactor vessel could possibly be repkred by removal of fuel 

elements and flooding the vessel. 

enable the repairs t o  be made. 

have t o  be removed and replaced w i t h  a new one. The problem of removing the vessel 

and subsequently storing or safelydisposing of it has never been satisfactorily 

solved in  any h a m  reactor design. Apparently it 16 planned t o  solve this problem 

when it occurs. 

I 

fphe reactor vessel and suP$orting core structure w i l l  contain various 

Tools equippedwith extension handles would 

If' the reacfor should fail, it would probably 

The equipment associated with the primary loop becomes highly 

activated during operation, but should be'accessible'a short time after shutdown. 

lphis is due t o  the &ck decay of the activated steam. 

deposit i n  &e circulating loops during lo& periods of operation, decontamination 

by chemical washing would be required. 'phis is true of the steam separation drums 

which should impose abaut the kame general mechanical problems as are eIqmtered 

i n  large capacity steam boilers, limited only by the presenF of the radioactive 

materials adhering t o  %he inte'rnaJ. surfaces of the drums or lodged i n  the steam 

separator elements. me use of remote tools is not planned for  these units(7). 

Valve6';;hich an? associated with the steam and also the feedwater SystemS should 

impose about the same maintenance problems as are faced in  any large capacity 

steam plant; akin, limitkd by the residual radioactivity deposited on exposed 
surfaces . 

If activated impurities 

IlHnlFI BCCITKI1 
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Since the s t e m  t o  the turbine is radioactive and more corkosive 

than.0rdixm-y due t o  the carryaver of oxygen released bi:disassociation of the 

water,.the turbine must be designed to be e w c i a l l y  leak tight as weU as unusually 

corrosion resistant. Due t o  the severe oxygen generation by radiation in the 

EBWR, about 25 ppn in the water, the carbon steel steam pipes and turbines have 

been nickel plated since start-up. 

tea of preventive maintenance prodedures; a fact  which further decreases the 

probability of long periods of trouble free operation, 

high integrity and canplicrition of design add considembly t o  the cost of plant 

The radiation3evels near the turbine ccarrplicates 

%us the requirements of 

construction and maintenance. 

Nhen the turbine or condenser reqplre maintenance they are decon- 

taminated by filling w i t h  hot water, which is circu38ted at  a slow rate for  a 

number of hours while the turbine is rolled by the turning gear. After several 

c i t r i c  acid washes,, a f d a  water wash is made dter which the turbine and con- 

denser may be inspected. 

several atLys should the activity remain above tolerance levels. 

deZay time is’caamnon t o  all deconknat ion  processes and hence any reactor desicpl 

that ten& t o  spread activity throughout the system is inviting longer plant 

outages and higher maintenance costs 

The time reqpired for  ilecontaznination could*extend t o  

This undesirable 

One advantage of the boiling water reactor plant f m  a main- 

t e k c e  standpoint is that since the operating pressure is l m e r  than the 2000 

psi presmri~ed  water react&, tbe pressare vessel and primarg low &qoLents 

are” easier t o  fabricate. Procurement of. cormponents is also easier since they more 

closely approach stock items. 

In swnmary, it may be said that & boiling water reactor presents 

more ,&in tehce  problems than gas cooled or pressurized water reactors due t o  

increased ‘activity levels 

access t o  components as a 

throughout the circulating loop and the difficrrlty of 

result of increase& shielding requirements. Hawever, 

early operation of the EBWR indicates that radioactive steam‘ is less of a problem 

FIE@ 



than feared - the activity level ok' the 'steam leaving the reactor being on the 

order ~f 5000 times less than the activity of the water in the core(8). m s ,  

of course, benefits the ma&beaance program. 
'I\ 

I 

& 5. Sodium Graphite Reactors 

Sodium graphite reactors are not s t r ic t ly  speaking ccrmpEu.able t o  the 

solid fuel reactors that Uve been described previdusly. &e difference is that 

when sodium is used as a coolkmt .in a heterogekqus reactor, it beccpnes highly 

radioactive due t o  the formation of as a r&lt of neutron c&pture. This 

radioactive isotope has a, 15 hour half l ife and emits in,iLddition t o  beta 
particles, j x o  gamma photons of f+'r ly high ener&, namely, 1.38 and 2.75 mev. 

As a result, maintenance pr,oblems. a& increased &bd shielding is necessary for  piping 

pumps, and heat exchangers. This condition' I s  somewhat similar t o  a circu3gting 
x 

fuel hanogeneom reactor with the exception that the radioactive sodim*pr&uces 

no induced activity in t i e  piping, + r e s t  or containment vessels. 

The volume t o  be shielded maybe decreased by the use of a 
a 

secondary coolast, which,ldaves only the primary circulating loop requiring 

extensive shielding. This is noted because maintenaxice of ,shielded equipment is 

slvays complicated due t o  its inaccessibility. 
' Conceptual designs of' S s d i u m  @phite reactor plantts ukally place 

the reactor coke in a, Large diameter steel tank, often located bel- QX.?UI&. 

The circulating soditnu coolant is divided into se*te and independent loops 

asd flows from the core t o  i&e&ediate,heat exchangets, ' It is proposed t o  

. contain these loOps in individual shielded mats 'around the rektot  tanlr & 
below gr& level'g). -5bese i r k b i d d y  .shielded. compartments . .  pennit ~ 

,, 

, ,  

, 

. .  

-i. 

. maintenance .on mw one' af the loops without caiqlete. &u&iwn of the plant. , .  i 
L 

This; I s  contingent of COUISC'OP the nonleakage of the mainstop valves on each 

loop and the abi l i ty , to  drafn the s&m fr& the loop requiring maintenance. 

*After .draining the radloti'ctive sddium, the loop is flushed with clesm~~sodium t o  

m o v e  any activity adhering t o  the pipe wal ls  or crevices In cat$onents. If 
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some activity remains after flushing, it probably w i l l  be necessary t o  wai t  unt i l  

the ?la24 decays t o  tolerance levels. 

A feature of liquid me ta l  coolant reactors is that putup maintenance 

The electro-magnetic pump, having no moving parts, should should be simplified. 

require less maintenance,than conventional pmps md th i s  is important because 

the pumps may be contaslinated with radicactive materials. Since oxygen free liquid 

sodium dew not attack stainless steels attemperctturems beluw 1110 degree F, 

failures of loop components due t o  rnetal attack should be reduced. 

teqeratUre of the fuel elements of the Sodium Reactor Experiment run a8 high 

as 120 

this temperature can be controlled by certain additives. The sodium temperature 

leaving the core however, is only 960 degree F. 

Huwever, the 

es  F, and it is toped that the mass trassfer occurring i n  steel  at 

I P 
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Fuel handling anb charging present problems similar t o  those faced 

5 by other reactor designs using solid fuel elements. The basic need is t o  find 

materials, cladding especially, that are suitable for  use in molten sodium. 

C Estimates of general operation and maintenance costs for a 160 mw, 

electrical, sodium graphite reactor plant range in the area of 1 mil/kwh, whieh is 

i n  l ine with other solid fuel reactor designs. 

One factor which might cause an upward trend i n  th i s  figure is the 

problen of heating the system. Sodium has a melting point of 208 degrees F and 

'C 

therefore it is necessary t o  first mise the temperature of the system from ambient 

t o  at  least 208 degrees F i n  order t o  al low f i l l i ng  and circulating of the sodium. 

This can be done with immersion heaters (only if  the system is ful l ) ,  elam shell 

pipe heaters, resistance heater wrapping or 60 cycle Induction heating. !be latter 

ie; being advocated for  the EBB-I1 because of its promise of greater reliability, 

Induction heating of a non-ferritic stainless steel  system requires 

the installation of a carbon steel  shell around all the piping and ccxrponents. 

This shell p u s  the inszllsLtion and the copper wire wrapped around the outside t o  

provide the heating presents several barriers to cross if maintenance is required 

on the system, Maintemce would be especially embersome should it have t o  be 
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done mmotely. 

In suxnary, a sodium graphite reactor should be as easy to maintain 

as a boiling water reactor plant with the possible exception of the hinderanees caused 

by the heating elements attached t o  the system. 

6. Fast Reactors % 

Fact reactor6 generally present d l  the problems associated w i t h  

Sodium cooled reactors plus several. unique problems of their  own. Large fast 

breeder reactors generating electric parer place severe burdens on squipnent, 

This i e  especially true of the fuel handling fac i l i t i es  which must be designed for  

a high degree of reliability. 

b a result of frequent shutdowns for frrel replacement, once pep 

week for  the 100 mw electric M c o  Felmi Atcanic Plant at  startup, the fuel 

handling syst& must incorgorate! autcrmatic, m o t e  operated, fast moving can- 

ponents in the q6-0 The w e  of sodium as a coolant adds additional problems 

of sealing penetrations in the reactor shield in  order t o  keep the sodium-and its 

associated vapors contained althin the vessel and free from contamination, The 

resultant fuel handling system I s  complex, costly, and not adaptable t o  other 

reactor types. Furthermore, 

can never refuel the reactor w h i l e  under load. 

reaetor can never le refueled under load, however, the ecqactness of the maehine 

makes the removal of a fuel element pisky sinee there may not be enough excess 

reactivitypresent t o  sustain crit&cality. This is eontrasted t o  a gas-cooled 

reactor of similar low pressure which due t o  its large bulk, if using naturerl 

urasimn, may have fuel elements remwed rand the loss conpensated for by the control 

rods, thus enabling recharging w h i l e  under load. 

the s y s t a  as designed for the above mentioned plant 

It c m 9 t  be s a i d t h t  a fast 

In order t o  reduce the radiation effect OB the coqonents of the 

fuel handling a& controlrneshanism3, as much of the equirptent as possible should 

be lotmted outside the biologic& shield, &tensions are then required t o  reach 
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through this shield a;nd t o  the reactor which is submerged under severai feet of' 

eodium, It beemes apparent then that if a rmslAvction occursp either in the fuel 

handling or i n  the controlnechasims during operation or refueling, the following 

problems w i l l  be faced by maintenance personnel: 

c. 

r = 

1, Temperature above the mbmerged reactor core is nore than 700 

degrees F even during shutdm for  refueling,. 

2, 8oditrm I s  opaqpe as8 thie meaner that much of theeQuipppent 

within the reactor vessel owmot be aceen, The internal heat gene4ratlon t$ the 

fuel elements ~nakes it impossible t o  W n  the s&um during a $hutdown, This 

~ . 

. -  . .  , .  

clearly points up the need for  reliable mechanisms in~pide the vessel. 

3. Induced activity in mech$.niw inside the vessel and the 

continued activity of the core require remote laethds of maintenance, thus only 

minor repair l e  possible within the reactor veersel. Huwever, Dime e l l  electrical 

components and drives are located outside the biological shield in an area of low 

radiation, most maintenance of this equipment ird possible by ilireet maas. ' 

The -operating cost for  a 500 mw fast breeder reactor plant have 
been estimated t o  be 1 mill/kwh (lolo 

In summary, a fast breeder reactor power plant requires the 

installation of a complex and expensive (esti8lated at $1,500,000 for  the ~ n r i c o  

Fermi- A t d c -  . .  Piant) fuel h&ng pptem0 The operation aryf maintenance of the 

p l a t  should pose problezns M no greater magnitude than are f w d  by other reactor 

types using liquid m e t a l s  as coolants. Hawever, in any installation where complex 

components operate rwad remain in unf'avord?le environments, trotibles are invited t o  

a larger degree than would be present mer more favorable conditions. 

Be Circuletting Fuel Reactors 

The maintenance of circulating fuel reactors is complicated due to the 

spreading of activity thpoughout the system and as a result, m o t e  maintenance 

is a necessity, Because of the spread of t h i l a  high level activity, it may be said 

that circulating fuel reactors as a class are harder to maintainthan the sol id  



fuel type of reacfors described previously, 

1. Aqueous Hognogeneous Fuel Reactor 

In a reactor of this type, aqueoues fuel solutions of uranium*salts 

are circulated through a core vessel where cr i t ical i ty  occurs eurd thence through an 

exterrpl heat exchanger and back through a canned motor pwq t o  the core. !be fuel 

solution le&vin@ the core I s  no longer c r i t i ca l  but does continue t o  emit 

Belayea neutrons, which cause saeUoaetlvity t o  bp induced i n  

circulating system, Most of the metal present in %he coanponents and connecting 

. .  * 

parts & the 

pipe is stainless steel, After ?ne &&B &cqr time, the activity remaWng i n  stain- 

less  steel i e  largely due t o  cobalt which ha8 a 5,3 year half-life, hence the special 

care r e q a ~ e a  fpr maiiiiemaes operations, 

If the circulating fuel is kept below the c r i t i ca l  velocity, an 
-c 

oxide film will form on the internal surfaces of the system and although this i e  

% beneficial fron the standpoint of reduced corrosion attack, it also is a source of 
c 

deposit&d activity when the system is M n e d  for  maintenance. It is hoped that 

. decoqtamination by acid rinses w i l l  remove most of t h i s  deposited activity, hmver ,  

the presence of the induced activity i n  the m e t a l  precludes any direct maintenanceo 

The question may arise as t o  the feasibility of operatinlg ami 

taining a hcunogeneous reactor plante Westinghouse Electric Corporation i n  conjunction 

with The Pennsylvania Power and Light Caspmy had studies @e of this phase of the 

proposed Pennsylva321a Advanced Reactor (PAR) Project (ll,l2). These analyses indi-. 

cated that maintenance i s  feasible, 

However, the maintenance philosophy of t h i s  large scale, 150 mw 

electric, reactor plant differs widely frcan tbat employed on the experimental 

reactors constructed t o  date. 

not t o  rely on remote b e t  maintenance for  the I -  follaring > ,  ma8ons : . (13) 

7: 

It was decided early in the' design s&ge of the PAR 

1. Hydrostatic pressures involvd in flooding the plant 

require increased structura3 strength i n  the shielding and vapor container, 

2. Increased costs i n  a l l 'e lectr ical  equipment and in&nanen- 

tation for  waterproof comtruction. UNGLASSIFJED 
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3. Possibiuty that shielding water can enter a9d contaninate 
~ ~ ~ L ~ S S t ~ l ~  

4. ~ e h y  time necessary t o  uow pieces of e q d p n t  t o  

cool down before being submerged in shielding water t o  avoid thermal shock. 

As a basic tenant of the maintemce philosophy, it was decided 

that only large canrponents such as steam gemrat~re w o u l d  be repaired In place, 

that I s ,  within the trapor shield. The preferred malntanence procedure for  all 

other items I s  t o  disconnect the faulty coanpanents as quickly as possible and 

replace with 8 spare unit and thin deconknate and repair the fawlty: wit and use 

It as a spare. 5 I s  philosophy has limitations slnce a large capital lmestanent 

is required for  stocking etaadby eqyipnent. For thla reason, all four fuel eircur 

la t ing loops of the PAR will be of the sane "hand;" thus permitting a mailer 

stock of replacement parks. 

Another decision made early in  the PAR design program was t o  

eliminate a l l  flanges and valves i n  the main 20 inch diameter fuel circulating 

loops. 

cutting the m3.n loop is dependent upon the developent of successful 

1 merefore, after the plant goes crltical, lvly maintenance requiring 

positioner, cutter-grinder, welder, and inspection devices, Since one might say 

the future 8uccss@W. aperation and maintenance of the plant depends upon these devices, 

Westinghause is ccumltted t o  a SiZable development program in this respect;. 

have indicated . *  that renote w e l d i n g  and inspetion are feasible(l4). 

Ebdits 

Problems still t o  be solved i n  the hcanogeneok reactor design that 

t o  some extent are ccBmpon t o  all reactors are!: 

1. Insulation When insulation is placed on cqonen t s  and 

piping it not oBl$,presents a problem as far as remmal with remote tools  is 

concerned, but it also *des the lbea-tik and size of 8 defect. Eakily detachable 

gre-formed insulation ?nay be the answer t o  this problem. 
. I  

2. Stetuu.&nerator Maintenance Ek@pnt - Detection d a leaking 

tube in  a steam generator containing hundreds of tubes has never been satisfactorily 
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resolved. 

further difficulties. 

After the leaking tube is found, plugging by reslote means presents 

Vertical steam generators m y  help alleviate t h i s  problem. 

r 3. R6pair of components - Faulty pieces of, equipment, such as 

circulating pumps, when removed frm the reactor will be radioactive as8 hence if 

.they tire to  be salvaged, must be repaired uelng remote tools es8 manipulators. 

Those tools should be rugged and reliable In oper&ion in  pllaer t o  complete the 

repair job once It has started. Techniques w i l l  have to be developed for the 

application of these remote tools to  every Item in  the plant &I most w i l l  have t o  

be either replaced or repaired during the l i f e t h e  of the plant. 

equipment m i g h t  be scrapped rather than repaired economically. 

&mll item6 of 

Estimates  on the maintenance costs of hamogeneous reactor plants 

vary froan 0.70 mills/kwh to  a, figure of from 2 t o  5 times the operating ELIXI 

maintenance costs of a comparable fossi l  fired s t e m  plant. The estlm&te of 0.70 

miUs/kwh was based on 1 per cent per year of the capital investment of the turbine- 

generator plant plus 3 per cent p r  yerrr of the capital investment of the reactor 

plant. 

same order costvise as tbt of an industrial chemical processing plant 

It was estimated that maintenance of the reactor plant would be of the 

(15 1 . The 

estimate of 2 to 5 times the cost of a fossi l  fueled plant was based on the 

observation that maintenance performed with remote tools and manipulators plus the 

possible l imited working time of personnel due t o  mditttlon levels would involve 

longer periods of down time. 

As a group, circulating fuel  reactors are the most difficult t o  

A survey of proposed homogeneous circulating fuel  reactors reveals that maintain. 

the present philosophy is directed toward m o t e  dry maintenance. 

maintenance depends almost ontirely on the use of remotely operated tools and 

equibent which at the present are just  entering the development stage. 

quite probable that a year will be reQuired before an evaluation can be made of 

This method of 

It seems 

t h i s  development program. 

2. Fused Salt Homogeneous Reactors 

llhe use of a fused salt hmogeneous reactor system has been proposed 
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for  the attainment of high temperatures without the necessity f9r excessive pressuress 

A reactor of this design retains most of the good features of a circulating fuel 

reactor with the added feature of low pressure camponents. 

vantages acquired however, i s  the necessity for  heating the circulating loop, dump 

tanks, and other components i n  which the fused salt m i g h t  be present. The 

One of the disad- 
t 

_ _  

problem imr more difficr$lt than that faced for example in sodium cooled reactors 

because the salts u6uaUy have 8 higher melting point. 

heating equipnent should be large enough to  xkise the loop temperature t o  a% 

. J L . "  

The capacity of the pre- 
I 

least  loo0 degrees F. 

A feaelbility study on a fgsed salt reactor plant has been made by 

the Oak Rid@ School of Reactor Technology(l6). A duplex-compartmented shielding 

design was adopted t o  f i t  their  philosophy tM no maintenance dU be pezformed 

-U 

.. 
c 

- .  
I, 

inside the containment vessel while the reactor is critical. 

The arrangement of the plant places the reactor, priFnary heat ex- 

changers, and fuel dump tanks within the primary shield. 

coonpartnents around the primary system are the primary loop sodium circulating pumps, 

expansion tanks, drain and charge tanks, and intermediate heat exchangers. 

Outaide the shielding but isolated t o  prevent spreading of' fires in case of 

sodium leaks are the steam generators and inte 

Located i n  six shielded 

d 

!the primary shield is de6igned t o  protect personnel frcan decay 

gmmae only, since naintenance will not be perfonned'uhile the reactor is i n  

operation. Provisions are made for draining asd flushing the sodium frm individual 

interiediate beat exchanger circuits so that no m a  

ccanpartment where rmaintemce is t o  be performed. The sides of the radial can- 

partslents serve as shields and provide protection frcan decay gammas from the 

radioactive sodium i n  adjacent comp&rtments. As a result, it is not necessary 

t o  drain all the primary loops when only one circuit requires maintenance. 

The equipment outside the containment vessel is non-radioactive 

and may be maintain& in  the conventional manner. Maintenance of the equipment 

UNCLWSSIFIEB 
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inside the containment vessel and shielded areas will require remote tools  and 

techniques, The major items which will mquire wlis special equipment are the 

fuel circulating pumps, priglary heat exchanger tube bundles, inkmediate heat 

exchasger tube bundles, and primary circuit sodium at ing pwnps,, 

Access to  the fuel circulating pumps and primary heat exchanger tube 

bundle8 i 8  through ea opening in the tog &el& plug.. Faulty puarpel can be removed 

and replaced by spare units which w i l l  be kept on hand, 

The maintenance of the primsry heat exchanger tube bundles posee 

more difficult  problemse A leak i n  a tube bundle wouldintroduce sodium into the 

fused fluoride salt fuel solution and dilute it, which might be onen&hod of 

identifying a leak. 

coneequently remotely cutting the feed l ines t o  that bundle and blanking them off by 

However, the methods of which bundle is  leaking and 

welding have not yet been developed. 

It is hoped that maintenance on the intermediate sodium systems can 

be performed directly i n  the shielded compartments arfter draining and flushing 

the radioactive sodim from the loop. 

while this is only one of several proposed designs for  fused salt 

hoanogeneous rea&r systems, it il lustrates most of the naintenance problems faced; 

namely, induced activity i n  all components touched by the circulating fuel, 

decreased accessibility t o  primary and intemediate loops as a result of 

shielding, and f ina l ly  difficulty of access t o  faulty ccrmponent should a method 

Buch as induction heating- used as a mean8 of preheating. Maintenance costs 

for  a plant of t h i s  tJrpe w i l l  pr6bably run higher than for an aqueous hoanogeneous 

reactor plant f o r  the above masons. 

3. Liquid Metal Fueled Reactor 

One of the m y  reactor concepts which appear promising for  electric 

power production is the liquid m e t a l  fuel  Factor  under development at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory. A study(17)by the Babeock and Wilcox Company indicates the 
I .  

feasibil i ty of a reactor of this design. Includd in  the study program W&B the 

U N C LASS1 FI ED 
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engineering deraign of a reactor which generates 550 mw of heat, 

Maintenance of a liquid metal fuel reactor w l l l  not be easy, Most 

*> - of the problems faced in an aqueous homogenous system are present in this reactor 

type; namely, Induced activity in a l l  components due to  delayea neutron emission 

form the circulating fuel, extensive ehieldlng required beecluse of activity in the 

! %  

. 

, *  

I 

1 .  
~ ?- 

I -  , -  

primary system and PolonlumaO, and the requirement of a leak t ight  system t o  conhlh 

the activated fuel and Poao. 

piping and components, thus addlng t o  tlie mPrintenance problem, 

In sBdition, heating fac i l i t i es  are required for the 

The complexity of the heating problem may be i l lustrated in the 

following maaner. 

Bcme the ,  the decay heat of the fuel plue the expaneion voltmee in the blanket 

and fuel systems should prevent ~ol idlf icat ion of the fuel and blanket liquids 

with their  accompanying volumetric expmeions. However, if the heaters failed 

during starjup, no decay heat would be present t o  prevent eolidification and a 

serious failure could occur. %he results of t h i a  possiblity are dqplicate heater 

circuits and etandby emergency diesel-generator set$. 

Should the heaters fa i l  af'ter the reactor has been cr i t ical  for  

The use of shlelded compar%ments for  the circulating loope in the 

intermediate syetem will  permit 'the icsolstion of a eingle faulty intermediate 

heat exckssger or primary coolant ppasrp. 

off and decontamlnataion the equipentwibl still be quite active as a result of 

incluced activity an8 the presence of Ziersion and corrosion products which &ain 

after decontmination. RemuvaA of the equipmentwill of' nece~ssitybe a remote 

operation an¶ will be dlffieult  at beste 

Hawever, even after a period of cooling 

Are i s  the case via aqueous hcmogeneous reactors, the succesEs of' 

the maintenance effort will depe 

cutting, ~eldl l lg ,  and Inspeetion deviees. 

a large degree upon the developaent of remote 

It l e  understood that design plannlng for  the IMFR is progressing 

even though the problem of pi t t ing on the inside of loop components  ha^ not been 

reeolved. The significance of this probZem on the mrtinterzance aletpects of the plant 



could be Important sincet8ere.t;oforecorrosion, if it be that, was not considered 

as design problem. 

In the operation an8 malntewmce of a reactor plant using bismuth 

as a fuel carrier, ccrtaln hazardaus condltioncs exlest because of' the formation of 
23.0 Po which is toxic and @to contain. For th i s  reason, the le& tightness of 

the system must be of a h&gh level of Integrity. 

@prating and maintenance costs of the 550 IHW liquid metal reactor 

plant proposed in the Babcoek and Wilcox feasibil i ty study are 0.60 mills/kwh. 

In view of the canplex& of the maintenance problems faced, this appeaps t o  be a 

rather lm ii-. 
i ,  

Gtmrmecrizing, it rat@ be s a d  that a plant of thirr: design would be 

one of the most difficult  types t o  'maintain, Activity throughout the system 

requires s&el&ng which in turn rcduees accessibility t o  comppdnts, heating 

requirunents add to the operational and maintenance problems, and the fozkation of 

Poa0neccssit+tes a- l e a  tight' system, %e possibility of corroan or mass transfer 

of 8letal could reduce the lift expectancy of the cquipent and increase the maintenance 

eosts 0 

stlMMmY 
7 

Maintenance of reactor pawer p u t s  is more eanrplex than conventioa ioss i l  

fired steam tui.bo=gener&or piants because of the preskwc of radioactivity either 

iocdlizedtin the reactor vessel or scaetcred throughout the circulating loops 
I 
I 

depending -on the reactor type. 

aperat? d d n t a i n  are those which permit the use of comentional toale and tech- 

It is: obvious that the easiest systems ta 

niques cm'a large portion & the reactor rtuxiliaries. Following is a list of 

reactor power plant types, arranged +n o d e r  of increasing difficulty of mainten- 

anec,in the &%&Lon of' the author with etdvwtagee and dirsladvantages maintenance- 

wise 'of each. 

1 
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ADVANTAGES 

h w  pressure systun piping an8 cqonents 

Clean and Eon-corrosive coohnt 

Use of stainless steels not required 

Permits fuel c-ng under load 

Coolant does not became radioactive . 

Samesopcrating and, Enalntenance ePrpcrience available frcan CalPler IXU 

Activity limited to,reactor vessel 

Eo induced activity in plpi'hg and s .  components 

DlWWQlTAGES 

No disadmntages apparent comparable t6 oijher =actor types 

ORWIC&bERAD2D 

Lar pressure systhl piping ana c w m n t s  

Eon-corrosive coolest 

use ~f stainless steels qot &pima in piping or auxiliaries 

Coolant ~ o e s  not &cane radioactiwi unless the& is a leakage of s t e m  into coolant 

Activity is limited to reactor vessel 

Bo Induced 8c ty in piping and camponents 

D I W ~ E S  

& p i c  aecaqioacs under -ation ~equ~r~m-, purification and make-up 

ossibility of decomposition product& deposltlng 1 on heat exchanger- surfaces 

o sati&%ctory metals a& aiiable for use as h e 1  element cladding aad reactor 
vessel~mterial in or@c coolasts 

t 
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Relatively non-corrosive coolant 

Coolant does not became radioactive - \ 

With exception of oomosion products, activity should be concentrated in reactor 

Shielded c-rtraents &YW maintenance t o  be carrled out on kz1 individual loop 

vessel 

vithout shuttingdm the entire' system 

Bo induced'activity i n  piping and components 

DIEAVAlZDUES 

ugh pressUr;e piping and colmponents required 

Corrosion products become radioactive and may set t le  out in auxiliaries, hawever, 

Stainless steels required i n  priglary loops 

High opemting pressure lnakes f i e1  changingunder 1- almost rn irapossiblity. 

water rinses should reduce activity level t o  tolez%nce limits for maintenance 

Law pressure piping and caasponenfs pe 

Bo induced activity in piping asd ccwponents 

. DISADV-GES 
7 

t e a  activation requires extensive shie 

Stainless skels required in p r i m q  sps 

Coll;osion products became activated and deposit in 
ination before mainte is possible 

Oxygen carry-over necessi 

ch reduces m&t of preventive 
maintenance possiblc 

tern, requireiw decontam- 

orrosion resistant turbines and awbliarles. 

GODIUM GRAPEIB 
I 

Eo inc€uced activity in piping and canponents 

Sodium is non-corrosive in the absence of oxygen 

, 

- 

Amrp mainknance should be easier If electro-magnetic prmrps are perfected 
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Formation of makes qool highly radioactive 

Possibility of sodium-water reaction present 

Heating facildties are necessary on cinmlating system and storage tank$ t o  keep 

Stainless steel piping onents are reguired 

sodimn In a liquid phase 

Low pressure piping and ccxnponents pennisslble 

Eo induced activlty in p i p a  and ccrmponents 

Purmps asd heat exchangers can be designed t o  be removed without cutting pipes 

Sodium is non-corrosive in the absence of oxygen 

or draining system 

BIS!DV'ES 

Stainless steel  piping and canponents reqpired 

Expensive and cmglex fuel handling system required 

Frequent down time for  refueling 

Possibility of sodium-water reaction present 

Heating faclli4ks necessary t o  keep sodium in ltquid phase 

Coolant-becosnes, radioactive due t o  formation of Na24 under irradiation 

ntinuous atel processing should reduc 

sence of control rods ellminateeo I&@ associated maintenance requirements 

time 

Induced activity in a l l h e t  solution 

Stainless steels required throughout system 

High pressure piping and components required 

Circulating fuel solution is both corrosive eurd radioactive 

UWC LASSIFIED 
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A verg leak t ight system is required 

F i l s  f-tion on inside of piping and arudliaries maybe hard to remove 

Eqylpmmt and techniques not perf'eeted for remote cutting, welding and inspection 
c& Pipe ' 

m m  SAYP HaMWrnOrn 
1 .  I m w w  

Low pressure piping and camponents pe~mi66ible 

Eo induced activity i n  sodim systems 

DISADV-GB 

Stainless steel  required throughout the system 

lsrge heating capacity necessae t o  keep fused salt i n  liquid phase 

Remote cutting, yelding and inspection equiwent not ye* developed 

Possibllity of sodium-water reaction 

LIQUID "J FUEL REACTOR 

Law pressure piping and ccaaponents pe 

Continuous fuel processing poseible 
- 

Induced activity in a12 metals toucLd by fuel 

Heating facility,necessary t o  keep sodium i n  liqlrld phase 

Requirement of' extredly leak tight sy@'tern hue t o  the fo-tion of Po210if 
bismuth is use& as a fuel carrier 
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